
 

 

 

Your next target has amassed quite a collection of lightsabers.  
To find your next location, you must match the name of the owner with each weapon. 
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_  _  _ _ _ _  _ 
Darth 
Tyranus 

Luke 
Skywalker   

Tenel 
Ka  Yoda  Mace 

Windu 
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Sidious 

Darth 
Vader 
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Darth 
Maul 

Obi‐Wan 
Kenobi 

Qui‐
Gon 
Jinn   

Mara 
Jade 
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Tano 
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Windu 

 



 

 

 

Proceed to the Main Exhibit Hall – use the banners there and the 
instructions below to find your next contact. 

 

1. Start under the only character to appear on all six movies and 
survive. 

2. If Wedge piloted Red Two in the Battle of Yavin, move two 
banners higher. If not, move three banners higher. 

3. If you are under a gray banner, move under a Classic Trilogy 
Dark Lord of the Sith. If not, move under a Wookiee. 

4. If Dannik Jerriko was an Anzati, move three banners higher. 
If he was a Morseerian, move three banners lower. 

5. If you are under a banner featuring a blaster, move one 
banner higher. If not, move six banners lower. 

6. If you are under a cartoon character, move two banners 
higher. If not, move two banners lower. 

7. If Chewbacca posed as the mercenary Bibble, move five 
banners lower. If not, move two banners higher. 

8. If you are under an orange banner, move down one banner. If 
not, move down four banners. 

9. If Luke destroyed the first of the Death Star’s sentry ships 
when escaping the Death Star, move one banner lower. If it 
was Han, move one banner higher.  

10. The person depicted above you is your contact! 



 

 

 

Answer these questions about Star Wars references and unscramble the letters by each of your answers 
to spell the name of your next target. 

1. In a Robot Chicken: Star Wars sketch, while learning that the Death Star was destroyed by some teenagers, 
Emperor Palpatine puts Darth Vader on hold to take a call where he: 

Gets pranked by Rebels ( V ) Puts in his lunch order ( D ) Changes phone companies ( S ) 
 

2. Complete the next line from Weird Al’s song “The Saga Begins”: “And the Jedi I admired most…” 

“Met up with Darth Maul and now he’s toast” ( N ) 
“Got stabbed by Darth Maul and became a ghost” ( E ) 
“Got his body skewered and shipped out by post” ( K ) 
 

3. Which actor’s character on 30 Rock routinely tried to avoid jury duty by dressing up like Princess Leia? 

Tina Fey ( N ) Jane Krakowski ( F ) Tracy Morgan ( L ) 
 

4. In the episode ‘Something, Something, Something Dark Side’ from Family Guy, what does Stewie (as Darth 
Vader) say before announcing that “I am your father” to Chris (as Luke Skywalker)? 

“I am your brother, wait, no…” ( T ) “Guess what?” ( I ) “Spoiler Alert” ( E ) 
 

5. In the Star Wars Holiday Special, Ackmena is the name of: 

A bartender ( I ) A celebrity chef ( O ) A relative of Chewbacca ( N ) 
 

6. In Austin Powers: The Spy Who Shagged Me, after Dr. Evil explains his plot to fire a laser from the moon, which 
he calls a “Death Star”, who calls him “Darth”? 

Austin Powers ( G ) Number Two ( O ) Scott Evil ( E ) 
 

7. In a Robot Chicken: Star Wars - Episode II sketch entitled ‘This Deal's Getting Worse All The Time’, which of 
these is not something that Vader makes Lando do as part of altering the deal? 

Ride a unicycle ( A ) Refer to himself as Mary ( N ) Wear a princess tiara ( R ) 
 

8. In Hardware Wars, what is the home planet of Princess Anne Droid? 

Basketball ( L ) Disco Ball ( S ) Magic 8 Ball ( N ) 
 

9. In the Family Guy episode ‘Blue Harvest’, what does Peter (as Han Solo) decide to take from the Death Star 
trash compactor? 

A box with a half-eaten pizza ( Y ) 
A CD of “Tatooine, Wind, and Fire” ( I ) 
A couch ( B ) 
 

10. What is the name of the golden protocol droid voiced by Joan Rivers in Spaceballs? 

Dot Matrix ( R ) Glitch ( S ) I-CU2 ( A ) 
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